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Abstract

Traditional ciphertext encryption scheme easily leaks in-
dividual data privacy information. Therefore, this pa-
per proposes a secure and efficient ciphertext encryption
scheme based on attribute and support strategy dynamic
update via hybrid encryption method. The asymmet-
ric encryption algorithm (ASE) is adopted to encrypt
the data and the attribute-based encryption algorithm
(ABEA) to encrypt the sharing key. The results are stored
in cloud with the form of ciphertext, which ensures the se-
curity of stored data. Meanwhile, it reduces the number of
ciphertext variable parameters, this way saves the energy
consumption of physiological sensors. Access strategy of
dynamic update technology is based on attribute encryp-
tion algorithm which provides an extension features, it
is the effective way to achieve fine-grained access con-
trol. Dynamic update technology allows data owner to
dynamically update ciphertext access information in the
clouds. Through comparing the proposed scheme with
the state-of-the-art schemes in terms of performance, the
experimental results show that the proposed scheme can
ensure the security of the stored data. In addition, it has
a low communication and computation overhead, which
proves that our new scheme has higher performance than
other encryption schemes.

Keywords: Asymmetric Encryption; Ciphertext Encryp-
tion Scheme; Data Privacy; Energy Consumption; Sup-
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1 Introduction

In recent years, how to design an efficient and secure pub-
lic key encryption scheme is a hot issue. Ciphertext en-

cryption system is a special public key encryption sys-
tem [1,16]. In a ciphertext-based encryption scheme, any
string (such as an E-mail address), address, ID card num-
ber etc., can be used as a legitimate public key. The
private key of user needs to be generated by the private
key generation center. Due to the widely use and flexi-
ble application of ciphertext encryption, researchers pro-
pose a variety of secure ciphertext encryption schemes,
but the common drawback is that the safety certificate
is not compact, or difficult to solve the Diffie-Hellman
(BDH) problem [6, 9, 14]. For data storage security pri-
vacy protection, Jivanyan [4] proposed to send the user
key of encrypted the data through the security channel
to ensure the stored data privacy security. To reduce the
transmission overhead,

Li [5] proposed a new encrypted storage scheme that
used the user’s private key to encrypt the data and store
it on the server side. The user access server could decrypt
the data directly. But the above two programs need to
maintain a large number of keys, and it is not easy to
control. Zhou [18] proposed a new construction of Ci-
phertext Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE),
named Privacy Preserving Constant CP-ABE (denoted
as PP-CP-ABE) that significantly reduced the ciphertext
to a constant size with any given number of attributes.
Furthermore, PP-CP-ABE leveraged a hidden policy con-
struction such that the recipients’ privacy was preserved
efficiently. As far as we know, PP-CP-ABE was the first
construction with such properties [2]. Furthermore, he
developed a Privacy Preserving Attribute-Based Broad-
cast Encryption (PP-AB-BE) scheme. Compared to ex-
isting Broadcast Encryption (BE) schemes, PP-AB-BE
was more flexible because a broadcasted message could
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be encrypted by an expressive hidden access policy, either
with or without explicit specifying the receivers. Hu [?]
proposed a secure and efficient data communication pro-
tocol. After establishing a communication channel by
a two-factor authentication, it used CP-ABE technology
and signature methods to make protection and privacy
certification for the data, but the weak point was that
the energy consumption was large. But they has a com-
mon problem-low computational efficiency.

In view of the above problems, this paper presents
an attribute-based security and efficient ciphertext en-
cryption scheme via hybrid encryption method. The
asymmetric encryption algorithm encrypts the data and
attribute-based encryption algorithm encrypts the shar-
ing key respectively to ensure the security of the stored
data and realize the user’s attribute-based access control.
The traditional encryption algorithm is improved by re-
ducing the number of ciphertext variable parameters, it
has improved communication efficiency and reduced com-
putational overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces public key encryption definition and security
model. Section 3 outlines the proposed scheme to analyze
detailed processes. Experience and security analysis are
given in Section 4. Section 5 finally concludes this paper.

2 Public Key Encryption Defini-
tion and Security Model

A public key encryption scheme consists of three algo-
rithms.

1) Key generation algorithm (Setup(k)). Given secure
parameter k, this algorithm outputs public key pk
and corresponding private key sk.

2) Encryption algorithm (Enc(pk,m)). Given public
key pk and plaintext m, this algorithm outputs C.

3) Decryption algorithm (Dec(sk, C)). Given private
key sk and ciphertext C, this algorithm outputs
plaintext M or N . N indicates that it is illegal ci-
phertext.

IND-CCA2 secure model of public key encryption can
be defined by the game between challenger Ch and ad-
versary A.

Stage 1. System building. Challenger Ch runs Setup to
generate public-private key pair (pk, sk) and reserve
sk. pk is sent to adversary.

Stage 2. Query1. Adversary does a series of decryp-
tion queries. When adversary decrypts ciphertext
C, challenger runs Dec(sk, C) and sends results to
adversary.

Stage 3. Challenge. When adversary decides to finish
query1 stage, it will output two equal plaintexts m1

and m2. Challenger will randomly select α ∈ (0, 1)
and set challenge ciphertext as C ′ = Enc(pk,mα).
Then C ′ will be returned to adversary.

Stage 4. Query2. Adversary does a series of decryption
queries. Challenger uses the same method like stage1
to respond. Here, adversary cannot decrypt C ′.

Stage 5. Guessing. Finally, adversary outputs the guess
α′ of α.

The above adversary A is defined as IND-CCA2 ad-
versary. And the advantage of public key encryption is
as:

AdvIND−CCA2
A = |Pr[α′ = α]− 1

2
|.

For any adversary A with probabilistic polynomial
time, the advantage AdvIND−CCA2

A of public encryption
scheme can be ignored. Therefore, this public encryption
scheme is IND-CCA2 security.

3 Secure and Efficient Ciphertext
Encryption Scheme

The system mainly involves four basic technologies: ac-
cess tree [3], bilinear map [8], Shamir secret Sharing [17]
and CABE [12].

3.1 Access Tree

Supposing T is an access tree, and each non-leaf node x in
T represents a threshold structure described by its child
node numx and a threshold kx, where numx represents
the number of child nodes of node x. kx represents the
threshold value of x, and kx ∈ [1, numx]. When kx = 1,
node x denotes a logic OR relation. When kx = numx, it
represents a logic AND relationship. Each leaf node x is
described by an attribute and a threshold kx = 1.

Access tree involves several related functions in the
practical application. Here is a brief introduction. The
function parent(x) represents the parent of node x. The
function att(x) represents the associated attribute of re-
turn leaf node x. In order to conveniently invoke nodes
in the access tree, access tree sorts each node, and the
function index(x) represents the index value of the re-
turn node x.

3.2 Bilinear Map

Supposing G0 and G1 are two p − order multiplicative
cyclic groups. g is a generator of G0 and e is a bilinear
map, namely e : G0 ×G0 → G1, then for any i, j, k ∈ G0

and a, b ∈ Zp, the map e has the following properties:

1) Bilinear: e(ia, jb) = e(i, j)ab.

2) Non-degenerative: e(g, g) 6= 1.

3) Polymerizability: e(i · j, k) = e(i, k)× e(j, k).
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If the group operation is highly computable in G0 and
the map e : G0 × G0 → G1, then the group is called
bilinear. So map e is commutative: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab =
e(gb, ga).

3.3 Shamir Secret Sharing

Shamir secret sharing technology can be explained that
distributors distribute the sharing key s to n participants
P1, P2, · · · , Pn, any t participants can restore the key, and
less than t participants can not restore the key. The main
principle of Shamir secret sharing is to divide the key s
into n parts and distribute them to n participants. Ran-
domly selecting the t integers a0, a1, · · · , at−1 from finite
field GF (q). Supposing a0 = s, we can form a polyno-
mial f(x) = s+ a1x+ a2x

2 + · · ·+ at−1x
t−1. Calculating

f(xi)(i = 1, 2, · · · , n), and then sharing xi and f(xi) with
the participant Pi. When the collected sub-secrets are
greater than or equal to that provided by t participants,
we can rebuild the key S by the following formula.

s = f(0) =

t∑
i=1

(f(xi)
∏

j∈[1,t],j 6=i
0−xj
xi−xj

).

3.4 Ciphertext Attribute-based Encryp-
tion

Ciphertext attribute-based encryption (CABE) is a
method that associates a user’s private key with a set of
user attributes and expresses the attribute discrimination
condition as an access tree and is deployed in a ciphertext.
The user can decrypt the ciphertext only if the attribute
set of the user’s private key satisfies the attribute judg-
ment condition in the ciphertext.

In general, CABE includes the following four steps:

1) System initialization Setup: input a random param-
eter, output the main key MK and public parameter
PK.

2) Message Encryption CT = Encrypt(PK,M, T ): in-
put encrypted message M , public parameter PK and
access tree T , output ciphertext CT .

3) Key generation SK = KeyGen(MK,S): input at-
tribute set S and the main keyMK, output the user’s
public key PK and private key SK.

4) Ciphertext decryption M = Decrypt(CT, SK): in-
put ciphertext CT and user private key SK. And
decrypt ciphertext CT to get the plaintext M .

3.5 Proposed Security and Efficient Ci-
phertext Encryption Scheme

Because of the excellent characteristics of CABE, it can
be used for our ciphertext access control scenario, but
CP-ABE belongs to asymmetric encryption algorithm, it
is difficult to encrypt a lot of data. So in our scheme, we

first use an AES sharing secret key K to encrypt the data,
a RSA public key is used for signing and verifying Kpub,
Kpriv for K. Then the K is encrypted using the improved
CP-ABE to reduce the number of ciphertext variables and
ensure that K can only be accessed by legitimate users.

The following is the detailed realizing process for our
new scheme.

3.5.1 System Initialization

1) Randomly select a p− order cyclic group G0, a gen-
erator g and a bilinear pair e : G0×G0 → G1. Select
a hash function H : G2

0 → Zp and (x1, x2, x3 ∈ G).
Compute g1 = gx;

2) Define a Lagrangian coefficient ∆i,x : ∆i,x(x) =∏
j∈[1,t],j 6=i

0−xj
xi−xj

), i represents the element in user at-

tribute set S;

3) Randomly select a parameter α and a hash function
H : 0, 1∗ → 0, 1l;

4) Generate the master key MK = (α, gα) and the pa-
rameter PK = G0, g, e(g, g)a;

5) Use PK and user attribute set S to generate the user

private key SK = (∀j ∈ S : Dj = g
a

H(j) .

3.5.2 Data Encryption

Given a plaintext M ∈ GT , it first randomly selects τ ∈
Z∗p .

1) Physiological sensor SNi perceives information M1,
generates a hash value hash(M1) for M1;

2) SNi uses K to encrypt information M1 and get
EK(M1, hash(M1)), uses Kpriv to sign K and get
SIGKpriv

(K);

3) Use Algorithm 1 to encrypt K and get CK = (T,C =
Ke(g, g)as, y ∈ Y , Cy = gH(att(y))qy(0);

4) SNi sends EK(M1, hash(M1)) and {SIGKpriv (K),
CK} to PDA, SNi → PDA: {IDSNi , IDPDA,
EK(M1, hash(M1)), SIGKpriv

(K), CK};

5) When the SNi uploads the i−th dataM1, performing
step1 and step2, sends EK(Mi, hash(Mi)) to PDA:
SNi → PDA : IDSNi

, IDPDA, EK(M1, hash(M1));

In each time period, SNi only sends the ciphertext
data CK and the signature data SIGKpriv

(K) to
PDA, the next transmission is happened when the
sharing key K is updated or invalidated.

6) Then it calculates C0 = e(g1, x3)rM , C1 = gr and
C2 = (xw1 , x

τ
2 , x3)r. Here, w = H(C0, C1). Finally, it

outputs ciphertext CK.

Algorithm 1. Encrypt(PK,K, T )
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• Input: public parameter PK, sharing key K and ac-
cess tree T with root node R.

• Output: ciphertext CK.

Step 1. Set a polynomial qx with dx = kx − 1 power for
each node in the access tree.

Step 2. Select a random number s ∈ Zp and set s =
qR(0), meanwhile, select dR random numbers ai ∈
Zp. Define the polynomial qR for root node R.

Step 3. Set qx(0) = qparent(x)(index(x)) for any other
nodes x in the access tree, and select dx random num-
bers from Zp to define qx.

Step 4. Let Y be the set of leaf nodes, and the cipher-
text constructed by access tree T is CK = (T,C =
Ke(g, g)as, y ∈ Y : Cy = gH(att(y))qy(0)).

Step 5. Output ciphertext CK.

3.5.3 Support Strategy Dynamic Update

Support strategy dynamic update (SSDU) contains at-
tribute authority, cloud server, data owner and data user.

• Attribute authority. In the system, it has multiple
attribute authorities, each attribute authority does
not depend on other attributes authorities. It is only
responsible for managing their domain attribute of
users. Attribute authority is responsible for generat-
ing the public and private key pair. And according
to the domain users, they generate their own private
key respectively.

• Cloud server. It is responsible for storing data and
providing file access service for the data users. Cloud
server is responsible for updating old ciphertext ac-
cess strategy tasks at the same time. After updating,
the completion of the new ciphertext is equivalent to
the ciphertext directly generated by the new access
strategy.

• Data owner. It is responsible for access strategy and
using these strategies to encrypt data. Data owner
is responsible for generating policy to update the key
at the same time, and requesting a cloud server to
update the old access strategy.

• Data user. The system generates an unique identity
for each data user.

In SSDU, there are seven polynomial time al-
gorithms: GlobalSetup, AuthoritySetup, SKeyGen,
Encrypt, Decrypt, UKeyGen and CTUpdata.

• GlobalSetup(λ)→ GP . Select a random security pa-
rameter λ as input and output the public parameter
GP .

• AuthoritySetup(GP,AID) → (SKAID, PKAID).
In the system, each attribute authority performs
this algorithm to complete initialization opera-
tion. Use public parameter GP and unique iden-
tity AID to generate private key and public key
(SKAID, PKAID).

• SKeyGen(GID,GP, SGID,AID, SKAID). AID pro-
duces attribute private key SKAID for GID.
SKAID, GID, SGID,AID and GP is as input.
SKGID,AID is as output.

• Encrypt(PK,GP,m,A) → CT . Public parameter
GP , access structure A and public key set PK are
used to encrypt message m. Output ciphertext CT .

• Decrypt(CT,GP, SKGID,AID → m. GP and
SKGID,AID are used to decrypt ciphertext CT . If
the attribute of user private key can satisfy the ac-
cess structure in ciphertext CT , then the encryption
algorithm can correctly decrypt ciphertext and out-
put message m.

• UKeyGen(PK,EnInfo(m), A,A′) → UKm. Data
owner executes the cryptographic strategy update
key generation algorithm. Public key set PK, enci-
phered message EnInfo(m) of message m, old access
structure A and new access structure A′ are as input.
Then it generates ciphertext update key UKm.

• CTUpdata(CT,UKm) → CT ′. Ciphertext update
algorithm is performed by the cloud server. It uses
UKm to update CT and outputs the ciphertext CT ′

related to new access structure A′.

3.5.4 Decryption Stage

Given ciphertext C = (τ, C0, C1, C2), computing w =
H(C0, C1) and verifying e(C1, x

w
1 , x

τ
2 , x3) = e(g, C2).

Plaintext will be recovered with private key M ←
C0

e(C1,x3)x .

1) The user obtains the ciphertext {IDSNi
, EK(M1,

hash(M1), · · · , EK(Mn, hash(Mn)))} and
SIGKpriv

(K), CK of SNi from the PDA;

2) The user uses Algorithm 2 to decrypt CK and get
K;

3) The user uses Kpub to verify the correctness of
SIGKpriv

(K), if it is correct, then it performs the
next step, otherwise returns to the first step;

4) User uses K to decrypt EK(M1, hash(M1), EK(M2,
hash(M2), · · · , EK(Mn, hash(Mn))) and get M ′1,
M ′2, · · · , M ′n1, hash(M1), hash(M2), · · · , hash(Mn);

5) User verifies batched the correct of infor-
mation M ′1,M

′
2, · · · ,M ′n1, if hash(M ′i) =

hash(Mi), · · · , hash(Mn), (1 ≤ i ≤ n), then
the information acquired by users is valid, otherwise
give up it;
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Algorithm 1 is an improved algorithm for CP-ABE en-
cryption. And Algorithm 2 is the corresponding decryp-
tion algorithm. In Algorithm 1, calculating one Tate pair
needs time O(|p|), outputting ciphertext CK needs to cal-
culate two Tate pairs, so the time complexity of the whole
algorithm is O(2|p|). While the CP-ABE encryption al-
gorithm needs to calculate four Tate pairs with a time
complexity O(4|p|).

Algorithm 2. Decrypt(CK,SK).

• Input: ciphertext CT = T,C,Cy, user privacy key
SK = ∀j ∈ S : Dj and user attribute set S.

• Output: Sharing key K.

Step 1. If node x is a leaf node, executing
DecryptNode(CT, SK, x) to get e(Di, Cx) =

e(g
a

H(i) , gH(att(x)qx(0))) = e(g, g)aqx(0);

Step 2. If node x is a non-leaf node, it calls
DecryptNode(CT, SK, y) for each child node y to
obtain e(g, g)aqx(0);

Step 3. Executing the formula FX =∏
y∈sx e(g, g)aqx(i)·∆i,s′x(0) for all child nodes y

and get e(g, g)aqx(0);

Step 4. Repeat step 1, 2, 3, until e(g, g)aqR(0) of the root
node R of access tree T is obtained;

Step 5. Calculating C
e(g,g)aqR(0) to get K;

Step 6. Output the sharing key K.

4 Experiment and Analysis

In this section, we compare our new scheme (abbreviated
to AHEM) with state-of-the-art schemes PPCPA [13],
FEAC [11], EABE [10]. Our experimental equipment
is Intel i5-4200U 2.30GHz processor, 8G memory, 64-bit
Windows 8.1 operating system.

Because the PDA has a wealth of energy resources, but
physiological sensor energy resources are limited. The ex-
periment mainly analyzes calculation overhead of data en-
cryption operation and transmission data communication
costs for the physiological sensor. Since the size of infor-
mation is directly related to the communication overhead,
we begin to analyze the information size.

4.1 Information Size

Any physiological sensors SNi needs to upload two types
of data for PDA: one is the encryption and signature data
EK(M,hash(M), SIGKpriv

(K), and the other is cipher-
text data CK = T,C,Cy. Therefore, the information size
of our new scheme is:

T 1 =|IDSNi
|+ |IDPDA|+ |T |+ |C|+ |Cy|+

|SIGKpriv
(k)|+ |EK(M,hash(M))|.

Figure 1: Relation between information size and users’
number

At the same time, we also give the information size of
PPCPA, FEAC, EABE as shown in following equations
respectively.

T 2 = |IDSNi
|+ |IDPDA|+ |T |+ |C̃|+ |Cy|

+|C|+ |AES(K,M)|+ |σ|+ |C ′|.
T 3 = |IDSNi

|+ |IDPDA|+ |2T |+ |C̃|+ |Cy|
+|2C|+ |AES(K,M)|+ |3C ′|.

T 4 = |IDSNi
|+ |IDPDA|+ |3T |+ |2Cy|

+|5C|+ |AES(K,M)|+ |4σ|+ |C ′|.

We set the IDSNi
of physiological sensor SNi and the

IDPDA of the PDA is 1byte, the size of T is 4bytes, size
of SIGKpriv

(K) is 40bytes, the size of EK(M,hash(M)
is 16bytes. C and Cy are variable. In our scheme, the
bilinear map e uses Tate pairs. The elliptic curve E is
defined as q − order 160-bit prime in Fp, groups G1 and
G2. According to the literature [7,15], in order to provide
a security level equivalent to 1024-bit RSA, if the group
G2 is defined as a q − order subgroup in the multiplica-
tive group of finite fields F ∗p2 , then p is a 64bytes prime.
In addition, in the finite field F ∗p3 , p is 42.5bytes and p
is 20bytes in the finite field F ∗p6 . For uniform compari-

son, we take |p|=64bytes. Therefore, the information size
of PPCPA is 175bytes, the information size of FEAC is
201 bytes, the information size of the EABE is 131bytes
(m=64). Figure 1 shows the relationship between the size
of the information and the number N of users. From the
curve we can see that the new scheme’s information size
and the number of users are independent of each other.

4.2 Communication Overhead

Assuming that during time period, the physiological sen-
sor SNi transforms n data to PDA. Total communication
costs AHEM, PPCPA, FEAC, EABE are shown as fol-
lowing equations respectively.

T 1
n = |IDSNi

|+ |IDPDA|+ |T |+ |C|+ |Cy|
+|SIGKpriv

(k)|+ |EK(M,hash(M))| × n.
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Figure 2: Relation between communication cost and data
transmission number

T 2
n = |IDSNi |+ |IDPDA|+ |T |+ |C̃|+ |Cy|

+|C|+ |AES(K,M)| × n+ |σ|+ |C ′|.
T 3
n = |IDSNi

|+ |IDPDA|+ |2T |+ |C|
+|SIGKpriv

(k)| × n+ |EK(M,hash(M))|.
T 4
n = |IDSNi |+ |IDPDA|+ |C̃|+ |Cy| × n

+|1.5C|+ |AES(K,M)|+ |σ|+ |2C ′|.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the communi-
cation overhead and the number of data transmissions n.
It can be seen from the curve that when the number of
n increases, the communication overhead of all schemes
increases. The growth rate of the EABE is the largest,
and the growth rate of AHEM is the smallest.

4.3 Calculation Overhead

At the 64-bit Intel i5-4200U processor with running speed
2.30GHz, calculating one Tate needs about 61.03ms. In
addition, the certification of a 160-bit ECDSA signature
takes about 18.48ms. Note that we omit the computa-
tional overhead of hash operation and symmetric encryp-
tion operation. In that they have a significantly lower
computational cost. Assuming that the physiological sen-
sor SNi transmits n data to PDA during the time pe-
riod. In the EABE scheme, SNi encrypts the data, and
the computational overhead is three Tate pairs. So the
total computational cost is 3 × 61.03 = 181.09ms. In
the FEAC scheme, the calculation is five Tate pairs with
a total computational overhead 5 × 61.03 = 305.15ms.
The computational overhead of PPCPA scheme is mainly
generated by two ECDSA signatures, with a total compu-
tational cost 36.96nms. The computational overhead of
the AHEM scheme is generated primarily by an ECDSA
signature with a total computational effort of 18.48nms.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the computa-
tional cost and the number of data transmissions n. From
the curve, our scheme has a low computational overhead
and is not affected by the number of data transfers, since
it only needs to perform a Tate operation on n data trans-
mission. But to illustrate the performance of proposed

Figure 3: Relation between calculation cost and data
transmission number with high cost equipment

Figure 4: Relation between calculation cost and data
transmission number with low cost equipment

algorithm, we also perform an experiment with low cost
equipment. Results are as Figure 4.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a secure and efficient ciphertext encryption
scheme based on attribute and support strategy dynamic
update via hybrid encryption method is proposed. The
new scheme encrypts the data through asymmetric en-
cryption technology, which guarantees the security of the
stored data, and associates the user key with a set of
attributes. Associating the sharing key with a set of at-
tribute discrimination criteria, the user can decrypt the
ciphertext only if the attribute discrimination condition
is satisfied avoiding the cost of distributing the sharing
key for each user. Finally, experiments for the proposed
scheme, the results show that our new scheme has very
low computational and communication overhead. In the
future work, we will carry out the proposed program, so as
to further improve the effectiveness of privacy protection.
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